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Manufactured in Germany, The PIPELINE PRO is a variable wattage e-Cigarette 

available in two sizes to fit either the 18500 or 18650 battery.

We recommend using high-current IMR batteries.

Click once to activate the PRO. Another click takes you to the Main Menu.  

There you can simply navigate through the menu items by pressing the button.

At the desired menu item wait (1 second) and you will be able to change the values 

displayed by further clicking.

- 5 to 20 watts in 0.5 watt increments*

- AC – Alternating Current

- Up to 5 amps output

- Heat Protection Function

- Adjustable Voltage setting for battery cut-off

- Resistance check (either DC or AC value)

- Display of battery voltage under load

- Adjustable brightness display (Luminosity)

- Setting the length of time the menu is displayed

- Setting the standby time

- Flexible number of clicks needed to display the menu

- Personalise click setting between 0-5 to activate the PRO

- Ideal for atomizer use between 0.7 Ohm and 3 Ohm (minimum 0.4 ohm is possible)

- Efficiency 95% (at 10 watts)

- Reverse polarity protection

- Available in 2 sizes, for the 18500 or 18650 battery

- Serial number

- 2 years warranty

- Made in Germany by Dicodes

01 PIPELINE PRO

03 MAIN MENU

02 FEATURES
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Increase the power in 0.5 watts increments.  

Half watt increments are marked by a dot (.) in the display.

Decrease the power in 0.5 watts increments.  

Half watt increments are marked by a dot (.) in the display.

Displays the resistance value (DC resistance) of the atomizer. 

Pressing the button repeatedly will change the AC or DC value (DC is displayed first).  

There are two digits visible on the display (eg „2.0“).  

The PIPELINE PRO measures the resistance values from 0.1 ohms to 9.9 ohms.

If „Co“ was previously selected  then the „Cb“ displays the battery voltage under light 

load (the power left in the battery). When you access „Cb“ after vaping, the display will 

show the battery voltage under load of the atomizer used.

1 MENU ITEM „Pu “:  
POWER UP

2 MENU ITEM „Pd“: 
POWER DOWN

3 MENU ITEM „Co“: 
CHECK OHMS

4 MENU ITEM „Cb“: 
CHECK BATTERY

P u

P d

C o

C b

Setting the cut-off voltage of the battery. 

Here you can specify minimum voltage at which the PIPELINE PRO is to shut down the 

battery (to protect from over draining). Most mod’s switch off between 3.3V and 3.5V.  

IMR batteries can be easily discharged to 2.7V. If the cut off setting is too low this will 

reduce the life of your battery. 

5 MENU ITEM „Sb“: 
SET BATTERYS b
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CAUTION:  
When operating below 3V rechargeable batteries can be damaged in the long term. 
Please refer to the instructions of the batteries used.

This feature prevents overheating of the coil. 

Even at a higher watt setting it preserves the taste of your e-Liquids.  

Enable this function (01) or disable (00).  By default, the function is disabled.

In the „Functions“ menu („EF“) there are 10 different configurations available.

6 MENU ITEM „HP“: 
HEAT PROTECTIONH P

You can switch off your PIPELINE PRO here. To activate it again will take 5 clicks.

7 MENU ITEM „So“:  
SWITCH OFFS o

Output Power [W]
Example: Power = 20W

Example: Power = 12W

Example: Setting Sb 2.9 (Set battery 2.9V)

Battery voltage under load [V]

Example: Setting Sb 2.6 
(Set battery 2.6V)
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Switches to the extended functions menu where you can make advanced settings.

8 MENU ITEM „EF“: 
EXTENDED FUNCTIONSE F

Displays error codes. Keep the button pressed to acknowledge the error.

9 MENU ITEM „ E-“: 
ERROR CODE

ATOMIZER NOT FOUND

RESISTANCE TOO HIGH (AC RESISTANCE > 6.2 OHM)

RESISTANCE TOO LOW (DC RESISTANCE < 0.7 OHM)

SHORT CIRCUIT, POOR CONTACT OR OVERLOAD

BATTERY VOLTAGE TOO LOW

INTERNAL OVERHEATING (T> 55 ° C)

MAXIMUM VAPING TIME EXCEEDED (20 SECONDS TO 15W, 
10 SECONDS FROM 15W TO 20W)

E -

E 1

E 2

E 3

E 4

E 5

E 6

E 7

FEhLERcOdES
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Atomizer superheat protection.

H c 2 MENU ITEM „Hc“: 
HEAT PROTECTION CONTROL

When you select the extended functions menu „00“ is displayed. 

Click again and a „rolling 0“ is displayed. Further clicks will take you through the 

functions available. After the display disappears you automatically 

return to the main menu.

04 EXTENdEd FUNcTIONS MENU (EF)

Changes the brightness of the display. 1 is the darkest value, 5 the brightest.   

The factory setting value is 4.

L u 1 MENU ITEM „Lu“: 
LUMINOSITY

HERE YOU CAN SELECT FROM 10 DIFFERENT OPTIONS:
Time in ms, Power factor (calculation) = On-time / (On time + Off time)

INDEX ON OFF POWER FACTOR

01   400 100  0,80
02   600 100  0,86
03   800 110  0,88
04   1000 120  0,89
05   1350 150  0,90 
06   2000 200  0,91
07   2000 180  0,92
08   2000 150  0,93 
09   2000 100  0,95 
10   2000 80  0,96

The Heat Control factory setting value is „6“.

Automatic shutdown of the device after a given time. When setting the switch off time, 

the value in the display appears in „minutes“. The factory setting is 5 minutes.

3 MENU ITEM „St“:  
SWITCH OFF TIMES
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Sets the number of clicks to switch on your PRO.  

You can set „Oc“ between 0 and 5 clicks depending on how many clicks you would 

prefer to use. If the value of „Oc“ is set to 0, you can vape directly if it has powered 

down from your „St“ switch off time setting.

The PRO has a security feature to avoid misfiring that means if it has been switched 

off (using the „So“ menu) when „Oc“ is set to 0, 1 or 2 it needs 5 clicks to switch on.  

(Otherwise when „Oc“ is set to 3, 4 or 5, to switch on is 3, 4 or 5 clicks).

If the PRO has shut down due to an error code it will need 5 clicks to activate. 

The factory setting for „Oc“ is 0.

We recommend when carrying your PIPELINE PRO, for example in your pocket or bag, 

that the battery is switched off (using the „So“ menu) to prevent accidental activation, 

thus avoiding unnecessary firing, usage and wear.

4 MENU ITEM „Oc“: 
ON CLICKSO c

Sets the number of clicks needed to display the menu.   

You can select from 1-5 clicks. The factory setting is 1 click.

5 MENU ITEM „Ac“: 
ACTIVATION (MENU) CLICKSA c

Changes the length of time the menu is displayed. 1 is a short display time, 3 is a long 

display time. Factory setting is 3.

6 MENU ITEM „Ct“: 
CLICK TIMEC

Disables (00) or enables (01) the error control for error codes E1 - E3.
By default, the error codes E1 - E3 are disabled.

7 MENU ITEM „Ec“: 
ERROR CHECKE c

8 MENU ITEM „Ho“: 
HALF WATT STEP ON/OFFH o

Disabled (00) or enabled (01) half watt steps. Factory settings, the half watt steps are enabled.
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BATTERY REcYcLING

Thank you for purchasing your battery based product. Despite the fact that this 

battery will provide you with long service it will need to be disposed of responsibly when 

it comes to the end of its life.

Batteries cannot be disposed of with regular household waste and must be taken 

to your local battery recycling point. Alternatively you can return the battery to: 

PIPELINE UK, Unit 30, Cae Glas,

Wrexham, LL11 3PQ.

It is important to recycle your batteries as they contain valuable resources.

The environment and PIPELINE thank you for your contribution.

WEEE Reg no. DE10791500

Care must be taken when putting the battery into the PIPELINE PRO. 

Hold the device at a slight angle and carefully insert the battery (positive terminal first).

* The electronic module is able to regulate the power to the atomizer in the 

range of 5 to 20 watts. 5 to 20 watt for atomizers 1-3 ohms. 5 to 15 watt for atomizers 

from 0.7-1 ohm and up to 3 ohms.

Outside of this range, vaping is possible but with reduced performance. 

You will recognise this when you see „blinking points“ in the display whilst using 

the PIPELINE PRO.

IMPORTANT NOTE

Electronic cigarettes are not „healthy“, they are simply less harmful than regular cigarettes. Electronic 
cigarettes are an alternative to cigarettes and not suitable for smoking cessation. Electronic cigarettes 
are not suitable for anyone under the age of 18, non-smokers, people with allergies to nicotine or 
propylene glycol, pregnant or breastfeeding women and people with cardiovascular disease. 
Our products are not for sale to, or use by, anyone under the age of eighteen (18).

9 MENU ITEM „Sd“: 
SET DEFAULTSS d

Reset to factory settings.


